UCEDD Directors Meeting Agenda
Sunday, November 11, 2018

4:45-4:50 Centering “brain break”
- Rhonda Eppelsheimer, Director, Oregon Health & Science University UCEDD

4:50-5:00 Welcome and UCEDD Resource Center (URC) Updates
- Dawn Rudolph, Sr. Director of Technical Assistance and Network Engagement, AUCD

5:00-5:20 Commissioner’s Address
- Julie Hocker, Commissioner on Disabilities, AOD/ACL

5:20-5:25 Energizing “brain break”
- Matt Wappett, Director, Center for Persons with Disabilities (UT)

5:25-6:30 Roundtable Peer Discussions
Roundtables may be subdivided by administrative home within the university, where one’s affiliation significantly impacts how the topic is addressed.
1. How to recruit and meaningfully involve affiliated faculty (Dan Zhang)
2. Knowledge translation (KT) and marketing, and the difference between them (John Tschida)
3. UCEDD core funds: use in addressing emerging issues & program development (Marty Blair)
4. Administrative and organizational tools that facilitate smooth operations (Kimberly Mills)
5. Transitioning to a responsibility center budget management model (Sandy Root-Elledge)
6. Succession planning: how to address a gap in the pipeline, and how to retain Associate Directors who may be recruited for vacant Director positions elsewhere (Donna Gilles)
7. Protecting the integrity of the UCEDD within the host University (Alan Cobo-Lewis)
8. Partnering with Minority-Serving Institutions (Wendy Parent-Johnson)
9. Embedding Cultural Diversity and Cultural and Linguistic Competence: resources and tools to support UCEDDs in their journey (Tawara Goode)
10. TA Tool: Messaging to Promote UCEDDs within University (Dawn Rudolph)

6:30 Adjourn

You are invited to join the AUCD Conference Welcome Reception in the Renaissance Ballroom
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UCEDD Resource Center
A project of AUCD, in partnership with AIDD, to strengthen and support the network of UCEDDs